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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The European Commission, by means of the ISA Programme, has already some time ago 

developed the vision to encourage public administrations in Europe to share their e-Government 

software as free and open-source software (F/OSS) and give better visibility to this software 

through the "federation" of software descriptions. This federation of software descriptions was 

set up on the OSOR.EU platform and is currently continued by the Joinup platform of the ISA 

Programme. Better visibility will trigger the reuse of F/OSS, which can be expected to contribute 

to the interoperability of electronic public services provided by e-Government systems. To 

further improve the visibility and discoverability of F/OSS for public administrations, the ISA 

Programme foresees among others the following actions: 

 Define and build consensus on a way to describe F/OSS and exchange F/OSS 

description metadata, this is the ADMS.F/OSS specification; 

 Setup an enhanced federation of software metadata with interested Member States that 

uses the ADMS.F/OSS specification as a common format for sharing software 

descriptions. The federation of software metadata will give more visibility to e-

Government software and will allow users to retrieve information about e-Government 

software across EU Member States from a single point of access; 

This report contains an analysis of existing F/OSS catalogues, repositories and forges for e-

Government in the EU Member States, providing sufficient input to ensure that such a proposed 

specification and federation architecture is maximally interoperable at the legal, organisational, 

technical and semantic level with the existing sources. 

 

The report shows that, although sharing and reusing software is generally not mandated, a 

number of initiatives exist that actively seek to promote F/OSS in the Member States. The 

concept of software project metadata is widely understood as all analysed catalogues, 

repositories and forges offer some form of metadata description. However, the available 

metadata is not always standardised on an existing specification, but depends on a commonly-

used software package. The analysis is broken down to 5 enablers and 8 barriers that facilitate 

or impede the development and adoption of an enhanced specification for software project 

metadata. 

 

The analysis is based on the results of a survey that was sent to Member State representatives 

in December 2011 requesting their views on the current state-of-affairs on F/OSS in the 

Member States, desk-research and personal feedback provided by representatives of 

catalogues, repositories and forges. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

This document provides an overview of the of free open-source software (F/OSS) policies, 

processes, and infrastructures (including software catalogues, repositories and forges) in the 

Member States in general, and provides a detailed analysis of the legal, organisational, 

semantic, and technical architecture of the repositories that currently participate in the 

“federated forges” on Joinup or that have shown an interest to participate in the federation. 

1.1 CONTEXT  

This report was created in the context of Action 4.2.1 (ISA collaborative platform) of the 

Interoperability Solutions for European public administrations (ISA) Programme. A 

specific part of this Action is to support public administrations with regards to the use, re-use 

and sharing of free open-source software (F/OSS).  

 

The ISA Programme has already some time ago developed the vision to encourage public 

administrations in Europe to share their e-Government software as F/OSS and give better 

visibility to this software through the "federation" of software descriptions. This federation of 

software descriptions was set up on the OSOR platform and is currently continued by the 

Joinup platform of the ISA Programme. Better visibility will trigger the reuse of free open-source 

software, which can be expected to contribute to the interoperability of electronic public services 

provided by e-Government systems (D5.1.1 - EnFeOSS Vision Document, 2011).  

1.2 OBJECTIVES 

To further improve the visibility and discoverability of software, a new specification needs to be 

developed, allowing common characteristics of software to be described in a uniform manner 

(D5.1.1 - EnFeOSS Vision Document, 2011). 

 

 This document contains an analysis of existing F/OSS catalogues, repositories and forges for 

e-Government in the EU Member States, providing sufficient input to ensure that the proposed 

specification and federation architecture is maximally interoperable at the legal, organisational, 

technical and semantic level with the existing sources. 

 

1.3 APPROACH 

The analysis is conducted at two levels of granularity: 

1. High-level overview: First, an investigation of the F/OSS initiatives which exist (or do not 

exist) in Member-States is performed. The main data collection instrument for this step is a 

survey and desk research. 

2. Detailed-level analysis: Second, based on the existing federation on Joinup and based on 

the data collected, a number of F/OSS catalogues, repositories and forges are selected as 
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potential participants in the first phase of the federation of software forges. Chapter 3 

includes a detailed analysis of the legal, organisational, technical and semantic architecture 

of these forges. The detailed analysis is based on information collected by: 

a. Desk research: online publicly available information about the catalogues, 

repositories and forges and hands-on use of the platforms were the primarily 

sources of information of the analysis.   

b. Interviews: the representatives of the different catalogues, repositories and 

forges were asked for additional information and validation of the analysis 

performed.  
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2. F/OSS FOR E-GOVERNMENT IN THE MEMBER STATES 

This section presents an overview of identified software catalogues, repositories and forges in 

the Member States that have public administrations. It combines information from desk-research 

and a survey on F/OSS that was sent to Member State representatives in November 2011 (the 

content of the survey is available in Annex I). 

 

All Member States having an identified software catalogue, repository or forge are listed in 

Table 1. A short description on the existing policies for sharing and reusing F/OSS is provided, 

an indication if a Member State representative took part in the survey, and is part of the Joinup 

federated forges
1
.  

Table 1 Factsheet: Overview of existing F/OSS management in the Member States 

Country  Catalogue / 
Repository / 
Forge 

Participated 
– Federated 
Forge 

Policy for sharing F/OSS 

AT – 

Austria 

OpenSource 

Plattform des 

Digitalen 

Österreich 

No  

- Yes 

Reuse: All F/OSS related activities in the Austrian public sector 

appear to have taken place without a formal policy encouraging 

open source reuse. An example of such an activity includes a plan 

in the City of Vienna to migrate desktops to Linux (Aslett, 2008). 

 

Sharing: The goal of the Austrian EGov Labs repository is to 

provide a solid base and framework for development of, 

communication about and distribution of open source software. 

DK – 

Denmark 

Digitalisér Yes 

- No 

Reuse: In the autumn of 2002 the Ministry of Science, Technology 

and Innovation formulated the Danish Software Strategy. The 

strategy favours the reuse of F/OSS only to the extent that a number 

of principles are respected such as interoperability, innovation, 

freedom of choice, maximum value for money. 

 

Sharing: There are no explicit policies to encourage the sharing of 

software applications among public administrations. The Danish 

Agency for Digitisation houses a parliament-funded knowledge 

centre for Open Standards and Open Source. They also run the 

public sector collaboration platform Digitaliser.dk which includes The 

Software Exchange, a catalogue of F/OSS made available by 

Danish (public) organisations. 

EE – 

Estonia 

ESTONIA Forge 

(OSOR Virtual 

Forge) 

Yes 

- No 

Reuse and Sharing: The Estonian government encourages reuse 

of F/OSS in public administrations. In 2005, a national 

interoperability Framework was published by the Department of 

State Information Systems (RISO), part of the Ministry of Economic 

Affairs and Communications. As part of the framework, RISO 

presents a software framework where reuse of F/OSS is 

encouraged. The framework is currently under public review. 

                                                      
1
 The Joinup platform automatically interacts with a series of national and regional Open-Source Software Repositories (the “federated 

1. Software name; 

2. URL to the software project’s location on the original forge; and 

3. A short description of the software, which is afterwards machine translated. 

http://egovlabs.gv.at/
http://egovlabs.gv.at/
http://egovlabs.gv.at/
http://egovlabs.gv.at/
http://digitaliser.dk/
http://www.itst.dk/it-arkitektur-og-standarder/software/softwarestrategien-i-overblik/Softwarestrategi_-_Engelsk.pdf
http://estonia.forge.osor.eu/
http://www.riso.ee/et/koosvoime/tarkvara
http://www.riso.ee/wiki/Pealeht
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Country  Catalogue / 
Repository / 
Forge 

Participated 
– Federated 
Forge 

Policy for sharing F/OSS 

ES – 

Spain 

Technology 

Transfer Centre 

 

Software 

Repository of the 

Junta de 

Andalucía 

 

Forja Linex 

 

La Farga 

 

Mancomun 

 

Guadalinex 

 

The Free 

Knowledge Forge 

of the RedIRIS 

Community 

 

CENATIC 

 

Yes 

- Yes 

Reuse: In 2006, the Spanish Parliament unanimously agreed upon 

a resolution urging the government to actively promote F/OSS and 

its use in the Administration. In Ley 11/2007 criteria and 

recommendations to be taken into account by Public Administrations 

when adopting technological decisions are introduced. The Spanish 

National Interoperability Framework is put in place to ensure 

interoperability, and the concept of 'reuse' is introduced as principal 

element. This Framework has as a main principle the technological 

neutrality The reuse of applications between public administrations 

is promoted as is the use of open source. The Estrategia Pública 

Digital establishes the use of F/OSS whenever possible. 

 

Sharing: Ley 11/2007 introduces the concepts 'share' and 

'collaborate' as principal elements in the framework to ensure 

interoperability.  These concepts are further elaborated in the 

Spanish National Interoperability Framework, released in 2010 

(Spanish National Interoperability Framework, 2010). 

Although the National Administration has also been responsible for 

initiatives and policies with a national impact and for implementing 

important F/OSS project, most F/OSS projects in the administration 

have been carried out at the regional administration level, Among 

the regional initiatives, the projects carried out in Andalusia are 

especially noteworthy (although there are also noteworthy and 

important initiatives also in other regions). Andalusia adopted in 

2005 a bill stating that all government developed software must be 

made open-source (Junta de Andalucia - Orden de 21 de Febrero 

de 2005, 2005). 

EU – 

Europe 

Joinup Yes 

- N/A 

Reuse: Both the European Commission European Interoperability 

Framework (EIF) (European Interoperability Framework, 2011) and 

the Digital Agenda for Europe (European Commission, 2010) 

mandate the use of open standards. 

 

Sharing: The EIF is based on “applying the principle of openness 

when jointly developing custom-made software systems, European 

public administrations generate results that can be interconnected, 

reused and shared, which also improves efficiency.” It recommends 

public administrations to “reuse and share solutions and to 

cooperate on the development of joint solutions when implementing 

European public services.” 

http://administracionelectronica.gob.es/ctt
http://administracionelectronica.gob.es/ctt
http://www.juntadeandalucia.es/repositorio/
http://www.juntadeandalucia.es/repositorio/
http://www.juntadeandalucia.es/repositorio/
http://www.juntadeandalucia.es/repositorio/
http://forja.linex.org/
http://lafarga.cat/
https://forxa.mancomun.org/
http://forja.guadalinex.org/
http://forja.rediris.es/
http://forja.rediris.es/
http://forja.rediris.es/
http://forja.rediris.es/
http://forja.cenatic.es/
http://www.boe.es/boe/dias/2007/06/23/pdfs/A27150-27166.pdf
http://administracionelectronica.gob.es/recursos/pae_000002017.pdf
http://joinup.ec.europa.eu/
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Country  Catalogue / 
Repository / 
Forge 

Participated 
– Federated 
Forge 

Policy for sharing F/OSS 

FR – 

France 

Adullact No 

- Yes 

Reuse: The French government was among the first to consider 

setting up a F/OSS policy. In 1999 the French Parliament 

considered the project Lafitte, Trégouet and Cabanel, and in 2000 

Congressmen Le Déaut, Paul and Cohen considered Law 117. Both 

projects aimed to reinforce use of F/OSS in the Public 

Administrations. The projects were not adopted at the time. 

However, following these unsuccessful efforts the French ATICA 

(currently the ADAE) announced in 2001 that it was going to 

promote the use of open standards and F/OSS for electronic 

administration applications. In 2002, the French Administration´s 

policies moved toward clear support for F/OSS, when it release a 

guide “Guide de choix et d’usage des licences de logiciels libres 

pour les administrations” which was aimed to facilitate the selection 

and use of F/OSS by the Public Administrations (CENATIC, 2010). 

 

Sharing: In 2002, the General Plan Commission published an 

analysis on the French software industry, in which it recommended 

that the Public Administrations promote the development of open 

standards and F/OSS. 

In 2007 the Ministry of Defence, came out in favour of F/OSS 

projects, both those developed internally and those subcontracted 

(CENATIC, 2010). 

IT – Italy Ambiente di 

Sviluppo 

Cooperativo 

 

No 

- Yes 

Reuse: In 2002, the Commission for F/OSS Use was created by the 

Public Administration to study F/OSS adoption. The Commission 

suggested that F/OSS use should be considered for electronic 

administration projects. The procedure was included in public 

tenders, and F/OSS use in the directive of 18 December 2003, 

referred to as Legge Stanca. In 2004 a working group, CNIPA 

(National Centre for Information Technologies in the Public 

Administration), was created. The working group published a 

document with instructions on how to comply with the directive. The 

Italian F/OSS Observatory was also created. In 2008 a public 

F/OSS purchasing guide was published. 

 

Sharing: In 2007, Italy launched an F/OSS repository for Public 

Administrations, called the ASC or the Ambiente di Sviluppo 

Cooperativo, as a means for co-developing open code applications 

with other Public Administrations, developers, research institutes, 

etc. 

http://www.adullact.net/
http://archives.cnn.com/2001/TECH/industry/11/27/french.open.source.idg/
http://cde.osspa.cnipa.it/
http://cde.osspa.cnipa.it/
http://cde.osspa.cnipa.it/
http://archivio.cnipa.gov.it/site/_files/Rapporto%20conclusivo_OSS.pdf
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Country  Catalogue / 
Repository / 
Forge 

Participated 
– Federated 
Forge 

Policy for sharing F/OSS 

NO – 

Norway 

Delingsbazaren Yes 

- No 

Reuse: In 2001, the public company Statskonsult wrote a report 

recommending the use of F/OSS in the public sector and in 

education. One year later, the Norwegian Government decided not 

to renew a contract with Microsoft to foster competition among 

software companies and, in particular, F/OSS. In 2004, an 

independent advisory group also recommended that the government 

create pilot initiatives to stimulate F/OSS development in the country 

in a Software Policy for the future. In 2007, the Norwegian 

Government decided to mandate use of open formats on all 

produced documentation. 

 

Sharing: In 2008 the government created the Norwegian F/OSS 

Competence Centre, Friprog, to advise the Ministry of the 

Administration and Government Reform. This centre provides 

advice on the use of F/OSS in both the public and private sectors, 

and also participates in the creation of F/OSS policies. The Friprog 

centre also runs a catalogue for public administrations to share 

F/OSS developed by public funds. 

SE – 

Sweden 

Nordic Open 

Source Initiative 

Network (NOSIN) 

No 

- No 

Reuse: In its IT Bill (2004/05:175), the Swedish Government 

declared that the use of open standards and open source software 

should be promoted and that developments in the open source 

software domain should be followed up on a regular basis (the bill 

was approved by the Riksdagen 16 mars 2005).This was reinforced 

in 2009, when the Government established an expert group and 

stated at policy level in Directive 2009:19 that “...administrative e-

services should, as far as is possible, be based on open standards 

and use software based on open source software and solutions that 

progressively frees management from reliance on individual 

platforms and solutions.” 

 

Sharing: Aimed at public administrations at the local and regional 

level, Programverket in Sweden provides a platform for sharing 

specialised software on a FLOSS basis. This platform was under 

construction in 2008, aiming to be an outlet for a new level of 

cooperation between public bodies. This initiative later became an 

Open Nordic project where Sweden, Denmark, Norway, Iceland and 

Finland teamed up to form a virtual Nordic repository. As a result, all 

countries have national code sharing sites, and the Nordic Open 

Source Initiative Network (NOSIN) was created to connect those 

repositories to facilitate that both code and business can flow across 

the Nordics. The project also actively contributed in the creation of 

OSOR. NOSIN is a forum for general cooperation on open source 

software used in national spatial data infrastructures in the Nordic 

countries. 

http://www.delingsbazaren.no/
http://www.teknologiradet.no/dm_documents/English%20summary%20041223_usv-l.pdf
http://www.friprog.no/english/
https://www.assembla.com/spaces/Nordic-SDI-Initiative/wiki
https://www.assembla.com/spaces/Nordic-SDI-Initiative/wiki
https://www.assembla.com/spaces/Nordic-SDI-Initiative/wiki
http://www.epractice.eu/files/media/media_208.pdf
http://www.regeringen.se/content/1/c6/12/40/02/ec50b88b.pdf
http://www.osor.eu/studies/a-sharing-attitude-programverket-in-sweden
http://www.slideshare.net/IKTNorge/end-report-project-06222-open-nordic
https://www.assembla.com/spaces/Nordic-SDI-Initiative/wiki
https://www.assembla.com/spaces/Nordic-SDI-Initiative/wiki
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Country  Catalogue / 
Repository / 
Forge 

Participated 
– Federated 
Forge 

Policy for sharing F/OSS 

SI – 

Slovenia 

COKS Open 

Source Center 

No 

- No 

Reuse and Sharing: Slovenia adopted a clear policy on reusing 

and sharing open source software in 2003 with The Policy of the 

Government of the Republic of Slovenia on development, 

implementation and usage of open source software code and 

solutions based on open source. The main principle of the Slovenian 

policy is the adoption of an equal stand towards open source and 

proprietary software. The document calls for public sector bodies to 

develop and adopt a rational and technologically neutral attitude 

towards developing or acquiring software and systems. Provided 

that this attitude is adopted, the policy supports open source 

initiatives and usage of open standards. The Slovenian government 

also commits releasing accepted information solutions funded from 

the budget for public use under the same licence under which it 

acquires them, unless there are valid security or other grounds for 

acting otherwise 

 

 

 

 
  

http://en.coks.si/index.php5/Main_Page
http://en.coks.si/index.php5/Main_Page
http://www2.gov.si/mid/mideng.nsf/f1?OpenFrameSet&Frame=main&Src=/mid/mideng.nsf/0/C954BFD0C7942B4BC1256DC9002C88FD?OpenDocument
http://www2.gov.si/mid/mideng.nsf/f1?OpenFrameSet&Frame=main&Src=/mid/mideng.nsf/0/C954BFD0C7942B4BC1256DC9002C88FD?OpenDocument
http://www2.gov.si/mid/mideng.nsf/f1?OpenFrameSet&Frame=main&Src=/mid/mideng.nsf/0/C954BFD0C7942B4BC1256DC9002C88FD?OpenDocument
http://www2.gov.si/mid/mideng.nsf/f1?OpenFrameSet&Frame=main&Src=/mid/mideng.nsf/0/C954BFD0C7942B4BC1256DC9002C88FD?OpenDocument
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3. ANALYSIS OF EXISTING SOFTWARE FORGES, 
REPOSITORIES AND CATALOGUES 

This chapter presents an analysis of existing software forges, repositories, and catalogues for e-

Government system development, according to the four interoperability levels distinguished by 

the European Interoperability Framework (European Interoperability Framework, 2011): 

 

1. Legal architecture. 

2. Organisational architecture. 

3. Technical architecture. 

4. Semantic architecture. 

The data was collected from online publicly available information about the catalogues, 

repositories and forges and hands-on use of the different platforms. Figure 1 illustrates the main 

differences between a software catalogue, repository and forge. A catalogue only provides a 

listing with a description of software artefacts. A repository also contains the actual software 

artefacts and (re)distributes them. A forge on top of this provides collaborative tools for software 

development. 

 

 

Figure 1 Overview of software catalogue, repository and forge functionalities 

 

In addition to the software forges and catalogues originating in the context of public 

administrations and listed in Table 1, four general forges have also been analysed: 

 Apache Catalogue
2
 

 GitHub 

 Google Code 

 SourceForge 

                                                      
2
 Throughout this document, Apache is analysed as if it were a catalogue. Although everyone can contribute to Apache projects, 

membership and project creation is only granted to volunteers that have actively contributed to Apache projects in the past (Apache 

Meritocracy Principle). 

Listing of F/OSS Listing of F/OSS Listing of F/OSS

Distribution of F/OSS Distribution of F/OSS

Collaborative tools for F/OSS

CATALOGUE REPOSITORY FORGE

Retrieve F/OSS

Store F/OSS

Document F/OSS

Develop F/OSS

http://projects.apache.org/
https://github.com/
http://code.google.com/
http://sourceforge.net/
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These were selected because of their popularity among developers (Survival of the forges) and  

their well-known name in the open source community (in the case of Apache).  

3.1 LEGAL CONTEXT 

The legal architecture deals with the policies and regulations that set the context for 

encouraging the sharing and reuse of F/OSS in the existing catalogues, repositories and forges. 

The objective is to identify legal enablers that facilitate the federation of F/OSS repositories and 

legal barriers that must be overcome. The following is analysed: 

 

 Policy on sharing: which governance model is used to encourage sharing of F/OSS? 

o Legal requirement : sharing is enforced by law; it is an official requirement; 

o Voluntary: Sharing is not enforced, but encouraged on a voluntary basis. 

 Policy on reuse: which governance model is used to encourage the reuse of F/OSS? 

o Legal requirement: the reuse of specific semantic assets is a legal obligation; 

o Comply-or-explain: the reuse is encouraged by putting assets on an official 

comply-or-explain list; 

o Oversight board: the reuse is encourage via project review committees; 

o Voluntary: the reuse is encouraged via information campaigns; 

 Licensing framework: under which licence framework is F/OSS shared and reused? 

o No licence 

o Class 1: Traditional, proprietary licence 

o Class 2: Free to use and redistribute, no modifications allowed 

o Class 3: Free to use, redistribute, and modify via copyleft licence (e.g. CeCILL, 

EUPL) 

o Class 4: Free to use, redistribute, and modify via non-copyleft licence (e.g. 

Academic Free Licence) 

o Class 5: Free to use, redistribute, and modify but only by Public Administrations 

 

Table 2 Legal factsheet: Legal context of F/OSS catalogues, repositories and forges 

Country  Catalogue / 
Repository / Forge 

Policies for  
Sharing 

Policies for Reuse Licensing Frameworks 

AT – Austria OpenSource 

Plattform des 

Digitalen Österreich 

Voluntary Voluntary Class 1, 

Class 2, 

Class 3, 

Class 4 

(Available Trove classes) 

DK – Denmark Digitalisér Voluntary Voluntary Copyright and use, according to 

the law on copyright works 

(literary or computer software) 

author. By publishing work, the 

author gives free permission to 

the use of the work (occupancy) 

(Copyright and terms of use of 

Digitalisér.dk) 

http://egovlabs.gv.at/
http://egovlabs.gv.at/
http://egovlabs.gv.at/
http://digitaliser.dk/
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Country  Catalogue / 
Repository / Forge 

Policies for  
Sharing 

Policies for Reuse Licensing Frameworks 

FR – France Adullact Voluntary Voluntary Class 1, 

Class 2, 

Class 3, 

Class 4 

(Available Trove classes) 

EE – Estonia ESTONIA Forge Voluntary Voluntary Class 2, 

Class 3, 

Class 4 

(Analogue to Joinup as ESTONIA 

Forge uses the Virtual Forge 

service) 

ES – Spain Technology Transfer 

Centre 

 

Voluntary Voluntary Class 3, 

Class 4, 

Class 5 (if no licence information 

is provided, Class 5 is assumed) 

ES – Spain Software Repository 

of the Junta de 

Andalucía 

Legal 

requirement 

(Junta de 

Andalucia - 

Orden de 21 

de Febrero de 

2005, 2005) 

Voluntary Class 3, 

Class 4, 

Class 5 (if no licence information 

is provided, Class 5 is assumed) 

(Junta de Andalucia - Orden de 

21 de Febrero de 2005, 2005) 

 

ES – Spain Forja Linex Voluntary Voluntary Class 1, 

Class 2, 

Class 3, 

Class 4 

(Available Trove classes) 

ES – Spain La Farga Voluntary Voluntary Class 1, 

Class 2, 

Class 3, 

Class 4 

(Available Trove classes) 

ES – Spain Mancomun Voluntary Voluntary (allows 

private projects) 

Class 1, 

Class 2, 

Class 3, 

Class 4 

(Available Trove classes) 

ES – Spain Guadalinex Voluntary Voluntary Class 3, 

Class 4 

ES – Spain The Free Knowledge 

Forge of the RedIRIS 

Community 

Voluntary Voluntary Class 1, 

Class 2, 

Class 3, 

Class 4 

(Available Trove classes) 

ES – Spain CENATIC Voluntary Voluntary Class 3, 

Class 4 

EU - Europe Joinup Voluntary Voluntary Class 3,  

Class 4 

(As defined in the 10 Principles for 

Open Source Software on Joinup, 

projects must be released under a 

recognized Open Source 

Software licence) 

http://www.adullact.net/
http://estonia.forge.osor.eu/
http://joinup.ec.europa.eu/software/page/virtual_forge
http://joinup.ec.europa.eu/software/page/virtual_forge
http://administracionelectronica.gob.es/ctt
http://administracionelectronica.gob.es/ctt
http://www.juntadeandalucia.es/repositorio/
http://www.juntadeandalucia.es/repositorio/
http://www.juntadeandalucia.es/repositorio/
http://forja.linex.org/
http://lafarga.cat/
https://forxa.mancomun.org/
http://forja.guadalinex.org/
http://forja.rediris.es/
http://forja.rediris.es/
http://forja.rediris.es/
http://forja.cenatic.es/
http://joinup.ec.europa.eu/
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/page/ten_principles
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Country  Catalogue / 
Repository / Forge 

Policies for  
Sharing 

Policies for Reuse Licensing Frameworks 

IT – Italy Ambiente di Sviluppo 

Cooperativo 

 

Voluntary Voluntary Class 1, 

Class 2, 

Class 3, 

Class 4 

(Available Trove classes) 

NO – Norway Delingsbazaren N/A N/A Class 3, 

Class 4 

(Delingsbazaren promotes Free 

Software, as defined by the Free 

Software Foundation and 

the Open Source Initiative) 

SE – Sweden Nordic Open Source 

Initiative Network 

(NOSIN) 

N/A N/A Class 3, 

Class 4 

(As defined on the website, 

NOSIN only supports Open 

Source Software) 

SI – Slovenia COKS Open Source 

Center 

N/A N/A Class 3, 

Class 4, 

(As defined on the COKS website: 

open source software is computer 

software for which the human-

readable source code is made 

available under a copyright 

license (or arrangement such as 

the public domain) that meets the 

Open Source Definition. This 

permits users to use, change, and 

improve the software, and to 

redistribute it in modified or 

unmodified form) 

- Apache N/A N/A Class 4 (All packages produced 

by the Apache Software 

Foundation are implicitly licensed 

under the Apache License, 

Version 2.0, unless otherwise 

explicitly stated  (Apache 

Licenses)) 

- GitHub N/A N/A Class 1, 

Class 2, 

Class 3, 

Class 4 

(GitHub offers hosting services for 

public and private development 

projects – all intellectual property 

rights remain with the uploader 

(GitHub Terms of Service)) 

- Google Code N/A N/A Class 3, 

Class 4 

(Google Code only supports open 

source projects (Google Code 

FAQ)) 

http://cde.osspa.cnipa.it/
http://cde.osspa.cnipa.it/
http://www.delingsbazaren.no/
http://www.fsfe.org/about/basics/freesoftware.nb.html
http://www.fsfe.org/about/basics/freesoftware.nb.html
http://www.opensource.org/docs/osd
https://www.assembla.com/spaces/Nordic-SDI-Initiative/wiki
https://www.assembla.com/spaces/Nordic-SDI-Initiative/wiki
https://www.assembla.com/spaces/Nordic-SDI-Initiative/wiki
http://en.coks.si/index.php5/Main_Page
http://en.coks.si/index.php5/Main_Page
http://projects.apache.org/
https://github.com/
http://code.google.com/
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Country  Catalogue / 
Repository / Forge 

Policies for  
Sharing 

Policies for Reuse Licensing Frameworks 

- SourceForge N/A N/A Class 3, 

Class 4 

(any code submitted to 

SourceForge.net must be licensed 

to Geeknet and other licensees 

under a license that is: compliant 

with the Open Source Initiative’s  

Open Source Definition or 

certified as an "OSI-Approved 

License" (SourceForge.net 

Terms)) 

 

Barrier 1 SHARING IS GENERALLY NOT MANDATED 

Other than in the case of the Software Repository of the Junta de Andalucía, sharing is 
encouraged but not mandated.  One can assume that a more relevant set of e-
Government software will be available from this software forge. 

Barrier 2 REUSE IS GENERALLY NOT MANDATED 

No government mandates F/OSS reuse, although it is a common practice to promote it. 
Reuse of F/OSS through consultation of a catalogue, repository or forge is only voluntarily 
and entirely at the discretion of public administrations. 

Barrier 3 LACK OF LICENSING INFORMATION  

 Not all software repositories provide licensing information on reuse, modification, and 
redistribution of the software. The lack of licensing information might hinder reuse. The 
possible lack of licensing information must be taken into account and resolved when 
designing the federated architecture. 

Barrier 4 LACK OF A SINGLE DEFINITION OF ‘FREE’ AND ‘OPEN’  

There is no single definition of ‘free’ and ‘open’ that is shared between all catalogues, 
repositories and forges. Some sources refer to commonly-agreed definitions by OSI and 
the Free Software Foundation, while others provide their own interpretation or list a 
number of sample licences. The lack of a single definition of F/OSS might lead to 
confusion underlines the need to provide information about the outgoing licence type and 
the actual freedoms that are granted. 

 

3.2 ORGANISATIONAL ARCHITECTURE 

This section analyses the organisational architecture of the software catalogues, repositories, 

and forges. It deals with the organisations’ goals and business processes related to the 

http://sourceforge.net/
http://www.opensource.org/docs/osd
http://opensource.org/licenses
http://opensource.org/licenses
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management of software. The objective is to identify organisational enablers and barriers that 

need to be taken into account when implementing the federation. The following is analysed: 

 Goals: what are the long-term goals of the repository? 

 Governance structure: who is behind the repository? 

 Level of government: At which level of government is the software forge, repository, or 

catalogue active?  

o Supra-national 

o National 

o Regional 

o Local 

 Policy domain: Restricted to specific policy domains? 

o Not restricted 

o Restricted to a particular domain (e.g. Finance, Healthcare, etc) 

 High-level search process: to which extent do the infrastructures help users to explore 

and search for software? Please note that other processes such as the support for 

software development, are not relevant for the federation and are thus considered to be 

out of scope. 

 

Table 3 Organisational factsheet: governance structure 

Country  Catalogue / Repository / 
Forge 

Governance structure 

AT – 

Austria 

OpenSource Plattform des 

Digitalen Österreich 

EGov Labs is an initiative of the Austrian government. It is part of the 

Plattform Digitales Österreich and E-Government Innovationszentrum 

(EGIZ). 

DK – 

Denmark 

Digitalisér Digitalisér.dk is an initiative of the Danish Science Ministry, it is managed 

by the Centre for Digitization (CDI) in the IT and Telecom Agency. From 

October 2011 its governance structure changed and the platform is now 

operated by the Danish Agency for Digitisation part of the Danish Ministry 

of Finance. 

EE – 

Estonia 

ESTONIA Forge The ESTONIA Forge finds its origin with the Estonian Ministry of 

Economic Affairs and Communications. It uses the Virtual Forge services 

of Joinup. 

ES – Spain Technology Transfer 

Centre 

 

The Technology Transfer Centre is an initiative of the Spanish 

government. It was set up as part of Article 46 of the Law 11/2007 of 22nd 

June (on electronic access for citizens to public services). This legislation 

set out the need for a directory of general applications for reuse.  

ES – Spain Software Repository of the 

Junta de Andalucía 

This repository is an initiative of the Spanish Regional Government of 

Andalucía (Junta de Andalucía)  

ES – Spain Forja Linex Forja Linex is an iniciative of the Spanish Regional Government of 

Extremadur (Junta de Extremadura). 

ES – Spain La Farga La Farga is an initiative of  the Spanish Regional Government of  

Catalonia (Generalitat Catalana). 

ES – Spain Mancomun Mancomun is an initiative of the Spanish Regional Government of Galicia 

(Xunta de Galicia). 

ES – Spain Guadalinex Guadalinex and the accompanying repository are initiatives of La Junta de 

Andalucía, a regional government in Spain, to provide a linux distribution.  

http://egovlabs.gv.at/
http://egovlabs.gv.at/
http://digitaliser.dk/
http://estonia.forge.osor.eu/
http://administracionelectronica.gob.es/ctt
http://administracionelectronica.gob.es/ctt
http://www.juntadeandalucia.es/repositorio/
http://www.juntadeandalucia.es/repositorio/
http://forja.linex.org/
http://lafarga.cat/
https://forxa.mancomun.org/
http://forja.guadalinex.org/
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Country  Catalogue / Repository / 
Forge 

Governance structure 

ES – Spain The Free Knowledge 

Forge of the RedIRIS 

Community 

RedIRIS is the Spanish academic and research network that provides 

advanced communication services to the scientific community and 

national universities. It is managed by the Public Corporate Entity Red.es, 

which reports to the Ministry of Industry, Tourism and Trade. 

ES – Spain CENATIC CENATIC is a Foundation funded by the Ministry of Industry, Tourism and 

Commerce through Red.es, and by the regional governments of 

Extremadura, Andalusia, Asturias, Aragon, Cantabria, Galicia, Catalonia 

and the Balearic Islands. Atos Origin, Gpex and Telefonica also form part 

in the Board of Directors of CENATIC. 

EU – 

Europe 

Joinup Joinup is a collaborative platform created by the European Commission 

and funded by the European Union via the Interoperability Solutions for 

public administrations (ISA) Programme. It is managed and maintained by 

European Commission Directorate-General for Informatics (DIGIT). 

FR – 

France 

Adullact Adullact is an association with members primarily in the public sector of 

France: various Regions, Departments and many Cities including the 

three largest ones in France. 

IT – Italy Ambiente di Sviluppo 

Cooperativo 

ASC is part of the ‘Open Source Observatory’, an initiative of the Italian 

National Centre for Information Technology in Public (CNIPA, now 

transformed into DigitPA). 

NO - 

Norway 

Delingsbazaren Delingsbazaren is a portal under the auspices of Friprog to facilitate 

sharing, reuse and collaboration software that is developed for public 

funds. 

SE – 

Sweden 

Nordic Open Source 

Initiative Network (NOSIN) 

NOSIN is a common communication platform for Open Source work in the 

Nordic countries, focusing on applications that deal with the distribution 

and consumption of spatial data. The NOSIN managers are 

representatives of the Nordic countries. 

SI – 

Slovenia 

COKS Open Source 

Center 

COKS (Open Source Center – Slovenia) is the Slovene national supporter 

of development, usage and knowledge of open source technologies and 

OS solutions.  

- Apache Membership-based, not-for-profit corporation 

- GitHub Commercial (Github Inc.) 

- Google Code Commercial (Google Inc.) 

- SourceForge Commercial (Geeknet Inc.) 

 

Each analysed catalogue, repository and forge has a number of goals; they were started and 

are operated with a specific purpose in mind. Table 4 lists these objectives as they are 

articulated on each source’s homepage and hence as they are perceived by the end-users of 

the catalogue, repository or forge. 

Table 4 Organisational factsheet: Goals 

Country  Catalogue / Repository / 
Forge 

Goals 

AT – 

Austria 

OpenSource Plattform des 

Digitalen Österreich 

The goal of the Austrian EGov Labs repository is to provide a solid base 

and framework for development of, communication about and distribution 

of open source software. Existing projects are welcome, but the repository 

especially welcomes new open source projects. 

http://forja.rediris.es/
http://forja.rediris.es/
http://forja.rediris.es/
http://forja.cenatic.es/
http://joinup.ec.europa.eu/
http://www.adullact.net/
http://cde.osspa.cnipa.it/
http://cde.osspa.cnipa.it/
http://www.delingsbazaren.no/
https://www.assembla.com/spaces/Nordic-SDI-Initiative/wiki
https://www.assembla.com/spaces/Nordic-SDI-Initiative/wiki
http://en.coks.si/index.php5/Main_Page
http://en.coks.si/index.php5/Main_Page
http://projects.apache.org/
https://github.com/
http://code.google.com/
http://sourceforge.net/
http://egovlabs.gv.at/
http://egovlabs.gv.at/
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Country  Catalogue / Repository / 
Forge 

Goals 

DK – 

Denmark 

Digitalisér Digitalisér.dk is a single repository that supports digitisation in Denmark. It 

brings together key resources, recommendations and guidelines on IT, 

communication and IT development. The main goal of the repository is to 

strengthen cooperation between public and private parties.  

Digitaliser.dk is also a social networking platform that supports the 

development of relationships, network and knowledge sharing. Users have 

the possibility to produce, store and share content (resources, projects, 

news, discussions, etc.). Digitalisér.dk aims to be cross-domain and 

multidisciplinary networking of digitisation in Denmark.  

EE – 

Estonia 

ESTONIA Forge The aim of the ESTONIA forge is to share the open source software 

ordered by the Estonian public sector. Software should be registered with 

the EUPL licence so that the software and its adjustments generated by 

one administration can be used without restrictions in other public 

administration institutions. 

ES – Spain Technology Transfer 

Centre 

The Technology Transfer Centre has been created with the following 

objectives: 

 To create a common repository of software for reuse in public 

administration Bodies. 

 To share ICT project information (regulatory frameworks, 

projects carried out, services provided, infrastructure, 

communications, etc.). 

 To provide a space for ICT projects, allowing them to manage 

their day-to-day running and development.   

 To create a space where experiences in the field of ICT can be 

shared.   

 To create an ICT knowledge base.   

 To save effort when developing or implementing new projects.  

This website is aimed at any public administration, being of special 

interest for all staff working in the field of electronic administration. 

ES – Spain Software Repository of the 

Junta de Andalucía 

By freeing software owned by Andalusia's regional government, the 

repository contributes to: 

 enrichment of knowledge 

 the improvement and clean-up of the liberated software itself 

 the reinforcement of possibilities for cooperation with other 

administrations.  

In addition, opening up what has been developed promotes better quality 

and does not generate additional cost for the administration. 

ES – Spain Forja Linex Forja Linex’ objective is being a meeting place for developers of software. 

It offers all built-in functionalities of GForge 4.x. Linex is a free operating 

system intented to be used in schools, One of the objectives of this 

repository is to mantain this operating system. 

ES – Spain La Farga The promotion and use of free software and open computer standards is 

one of the action items of the Government of Catalonia., La Farga is a 

platform promoting reflection, discussion and development of free 

software in Catalonia and made it available in their official language, 

catalan. 

ES – Spain Mancomun Mancomun, as an initiative of the Galician government, is designed to 

support Galicia's progress towards the information society. The project 

promotes growth in the regional ICT sector through the advantages of free 

software and open standards. It intends to be a regional reference centre 

for open source. It is also very interested in making open source software 

available in their official language, Galician. 

http://digitaliser.dk/
http://estonia.forge.osor.eu/
http://administracionelectronica.gob.es/ctt
http://administracionelectronica.gob.es/ctt
http://www.juntadeandalucia.es/repositorio/
http://www.juntadeandalucia.es/repositorio/
http://forja.linex.org/
http://lafarga.cat/
https://forxa.mancomun.org/
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Country  Catalogue / Repository / 
Forge 

Goals 

ES – Spain Guadalinex Guadalinex is a free operating system based on Ubuntu, intended to be 

used in schools, libraries and other public institutions. The goal of the 

Guadalinex repository is to support this operating system by offering open-

source software that is compatible and always available in Spanish. 

ES – Spain The Free Knowledge 

Forge of the RedIRIS 

Community 

The Free Knowledge Forge of the RedIRIS Community (Forja de 

Conocimiento Libre de la Comunidad RedIRIS) is a project driven by IRIS-

Libre, one of the working groups of RedIRIS, aiming to improve the usage 

and development of free software in the Spanish scientific-academic 

environment. The RedIRIS repository is meant to support: 

 Software development in the academic environment intended to 

be distributed as free software or open source software under 

free licences. 

 Related documentation to this software shared under the 

Creative Commons licence or similar. 

 Documents produced for teaching or research and published 

under the Creative Commons licence or similar. 

ES – Spain CENATIC CENATIC stands for the National Competency Centre for the application 

of open source technologies. It is a Public Foundation that represents a 

unique strategic project by the Spanish Government to promote open 

source software in all areas of the society. 

EU – 

Europe 

Joinup The main goal of Joinup is to help European public administrations set up 

efficient and effective cross-border and cross-sector digital collaborations. 

Joinup allows professionals to share interoperability solutions for public 

administrations, and to find, choose, re-use, develop and implement 

Open-Source Software and semantic interoperability assets.  

FR – 

France 

Adullact The objective of Adullact is to support and coordinate with local 

authorities, governments and hospitals in order to promote, develop, share 

and maintain a common store of free software useful to public service 

administrations and institutions. 

IT – Italy Ambiente di Sviluppo 

Cooperativo 

ASC aims at supporting public administrations in finding open-source 

software projects at a higher quality than what is found in more general 

software repositories. 

NO – 

Norway 

Delingsbazaren Delingsbazaren wants to bring attention to the enormous potential of 

increased sharing, reuse and collaboration on software for public 

administrations in Norway. 

SE – 

Sweden 

Nordic Open Source 

Initiative Network (NOSIN) 

NISON aims to promote Nordic collaboration around open source software 

in the distribution and consumption of spatial data. 

SI – 

Slovenia 

COKS Open Source 

Center 

The objective of COKS is to provide aid and support to OS users in public 

and private sector and to bring cooperation with EU bodies concerning 

open source and e-governance policy. 

COKS focuses on promoting usage of open source solutions and 

accelerating their development and localization. They aim to distribute 

knowledge of open source implementations, create good practice models 

in private and public sector and provide assistance to end users. 

The goal of COKS is to connect and stimulate cooperation between 

developers, providers and users.  

COKS also provides market research and consultancy, by keeping track of 

numerous open source projects and giving recommendation on usage and 

appliance models. 

- Apache N/A 

- GitHub N/A 

- Google Code N/A 

- SourceForge N/A 

http://forja.guadalinex.org/
http://forja.rediris.es/
http://forja.rediris.es/
http://forja.rediris.es/
http://forja.cenatic.es/
http://joinup.ec.europa.eu/
http://www.adullact.net/
http://cde.osspa.cnipa.it/
http://cde.osspa.cnipa.it/
http://www.delingsbazaren.no/
https://www.assembla.com/spaces/Nordic-SDI-Initiative/wiki
https://www.assembla.com/spaces/Nordic-SDI-Initiative/wiki
http://en.coks.si/index.php5/Main_Page
http://en.coks.si/index.php5/Main_Page
http://projects.apache.org/
https://github.com/
http://code.google.com/
http://sourceforge.net/
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Enabler 1 SHARING AND REUSING OF OPEN SOURCE SOFTWARE IS ACTIVELY PROMOTED 

All catalogues, repositories and forges ultimately share the same goal: promote the sharing 
and reuse of open-source software as much as possible. This indicates that the organising 
governments are aware of the importance of F/OSS. Having a common goal and mindset 
improves consensus building and improve the adoption rate of F/OSS. 

 

Each repository is analysed on the supported use cases in the context of a software catalogue 

(D5.1.1 - EnFeOSS Vision Document, 2011). The main use case for the catalogue is to allow 

the exploration of and search for software. 

 

Business need: Users need to be able to easily explore (IFLA, 2010), find, identify, select, and 

obtain (IFLA, 2008) F/OSS developed in different EU Member States, or other countries and 

organisations and originally catalogued or located in many different software catalogues, 

repositories, and forges. Furthermore, the enhanced software catalogue must help overcome 

the aforementioned information barriers to the sharing and reuse of F/OSS. 

 

 To explore F/OSS that is available in a particular subject area and to explore the 

relationships between F/OSS in order to understand the structure of a subject area and 

its terminology; 

 To find F/OSS that correspond to the user's stated search criteria (i.e., to locate either 

a single F/OSS or a set of F/OSS in multiple repositories or catalogues as the result of a 

search using a known attribute or relationship of the F/OSS); 

 To identify F/OSS (i.e., to confirm that the F/OSS described corresponds to the F/OSS 

sought, or to compare two or more F/OSS with similar characteristics in multiple 

repositories or catalogues); 

 To select F/OSS that is appropriate to the user's needs (i.e., to choose an F/OSS 

solution that meets the user's requirements with respect to content, format, etc., or to 

reject an F/OSS solution as being inappropriate to the user's needs); 

 To obtain access to the F/OSS project described (i.e., to access an entity electronically 

through an online connection). 

 

Table 5 summarizes the collected information for the level of government, the policy domain of 

the repository and the use cases that are implemented: 

 Level of government is derived from the governance structure described in Table 3. 

 The policy domain is deduced from each repository’s guidelines for registering projects. 

If these do not exist, an analysis is made of the actual content: browsing the project tree 

(based on the Trove software map - Trove © SourceForge 2012 CC by) allows quickly 

scanning the contents and applicable domains. The policy domain thus relates to the 

projects, not to the intended audience. 
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 Similar to the Functional Requirements for Bibliographic Records (IFLA, 2008) the table 

below indicates how well a catalogue, repository or forge supports the five generic user 

tasks (i.e., explore, find, identify, select, and obtain). The symbols used in the tables (■ 

□ ○) indicate the relative support of the analysed catalogue, repository or forge of the 

specific use case: 

o The symbol ■ signifies that the use case is fully supported. This is in the case 

when the end-user does not have to consult another source of information;  

o The symbol □ signifies partial support. In this case, the end-user needs to look 

for more information elsewhere, as the current set of information does not 

provide sufficient information to complete the use case (e.g. the project 

homepage);  

o Absence of a symbol indicates that use case is unsupported or that the 

information provided is not sufficient to complete the use case and there is no 

other source of information. 

 

Table 5 Organisational factsheet: Level of government, policy domain and supported use cases 

Country Catalogue / 
Repository / 
Forge 

Level of 
government 

Policy domain E
x
p

lo
e
 

F
in

d
 

Id
e

n
tify

 

S
e
le

c
t 

O
b

ta
in

 

AT - 

Austria 

OpenSource 

Plattform des 

Digitalen 

Österreich 

National Not-restricted ■ ■ □ □ ■ 

DK – 

Denmark 
Digitalisér National Not-restricted ■ ■ □ □ ■ 

EE – 

Estonia 
ESTONIA Forge National Not-restricted ■ ■ □ □ ■ 

ES – 

Spain 

Technology 

Transfer Centre 
National Not-restricted ■ ■ □ □ ■ 

ES – 

Spain 

Software 

Repository of the 

Junta de Andalucía 

Regional 

(Andalusia) 
Not-restricted ■ ■ □ □ □ 

ES – 

Spain 
Forja Linex 

Regional 

(Extremadura) 
Not-restricted ■ ■ □ □ ■ 

ES – 

Spain 
La Farga 

Regional 

(Catalonia) 
Not-restricted ■ ■ □ □ ■ 

ES – 

Spain 
Mancomun Regional (Galicia) Not-restricted ■ ■ □ □ ■ 

ES – 

Spain 
Guadalinex 

Regional 

(Andalucia) 
Related to Guadalinex ■ ■ □ □ ■ 

ES – 

Spain 

The Free 

Knowledge Forge 

of the RedIRIS 

Community 

National Academic ■ ■ □ □ ■ 

ES – 

Spain 
CENATIC National Not-restricted ■ ■ □ □ ■ 

EU – Joinup Supra national Not-restricted ■ ■ □ □ ■ 

http://egovlabs.gv.at/
http://egovlabs.gv.at/
http://egovlabs.gv.at/
http://egovlabs.gv.at/
http://digitaliser.dk/
http://estonia.forge.osor.eu/
http://administracionelectronica.gob.es/ctt
http://administracionelectronica.gob.es/ctt
http://www.juntadeandalucia.es/repositorio/
http://www.juntadeandalucia.es/repositorio/
http://www.juntadeandalucia.es/repositorio/
http://forja.linex.org/
http://lafarga.cat/
https://forxa.mancomun.org/
http://forja.guadalinex.org/
http://forja.rediris.es/
http://forja.rediris.es/
http://forja.rediris.es/
http://forja.rediris.es/
http://forja.cenatic.es/
http://joinup.ec.europa.eu/
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Europe 

FR – 

France 
Adullact National Not-restricted ■ ■ □ □ ■ 

IT – Italy 

Ambiente di 

Sviluppo 

Cooperativo 

National Not-restricted ■ ■ □ □ ■ 

NO – 

Norway 
Delingsbazaren National Not-restricted ■ ■ □ □ □ 

SE – 

Sweden 

Nordic Open 

Source Initiative 

Network (NOSIN) 

Supra national 

(Nordic countries) 
Spatial data applications ■ ■ □ □ ■ 

SI – 

Slovenia 

COKS Open 

Source Center 
National Not-restricted ■ ■ □ □ □ 

- Apache N/A Not-restricted ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ 

- GitHub N/A Not-restricted ■ ■ □ □ ■ 

- Google Code N/A Not-restricted ■ ■ □ □ ■ 

- SourceForge N/A Not-restricted ■ ■ □ □ ■ 

 

Enabler 2 THE EXISTING FEDERATION IS NOT LIMITED BY A RESTRICTED POLICY DOMAIN 

Only 3 repositories have a restricted policy domain. Guadalinex is limited to software 
related to the Guadalinex operating system; RedIRIS is limited to an academic scope; and 
NOSIN is limited to spatial data applications. Because the majority of repositories are 
unrestricted, it is meaningful to join them in a federation of repositories enabling users to 
discover useful software for a variety of domains. 

Barrier 5 IDENTIFYING AND SELECTING SOFTWARE ARE NOT WELL SUPPORTED 

Although all catalogues, repositories and forges contribute to finding, exploring and 
obtaining software, only the Apache Catalogue makes it easier for end-users to identify the 
features of software and select the solution that is most appropriate for his / her 
requirements by exposing enhanced information about the contained projects. 

 

User management and project registration is an important aspect of organisational architecture. 

It determines who can use what functionalities offered by the repository. The analysed 

repositories all have an open registration procedure of users. Anyone can create a user 

account. In contrast, it was observed that not all repositories have an explicit policy in place to 

ensure that registered projects are relevant to public administrations. The following have an 

explicit policy:  

 Software Repository of the Junta de Andalucía: the repository of the Junta de Andalucía 

has an open registration process for users, but only allows public software projects to be 

registered. 

 Technology Transfer Centre: there is an open registration process for users. However, 

some information and downloads are restricted to personnel of public administration bodies. 

Only public administration bodies can register a project. 

http://www.adullact.net/
http://cde.osspa.cnipa.it/
http://cde.osspa.cnipa.it/
http://cde.osspa.cnipa.it/
http://www.delingsbazaren.no/
https://www.assembla.com/spaces/Nordic-SDI-Initiative/wiki
https://www.assembla.com/spaces/Nordic-SDI-Initiative/wiki
https://www.assembla.com/spaces/Nordic-SDI-Initiative/wiki
http://en.coks.si/index.php5/Main_Page
http://en.coks.si/index.php5/Main_Page
http://projects.apache.org/
https://github.com/
http://code.google.com/
http://sourceforge.net/
http://www.juntadeandalucia.es/repositorio/
http://administracionelectronica.gob.es/ctt
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 Joinup: Joinup has an open registration process for users. However, the 10 principles of 

Joinup prescribe that proposed software projects must have a link with public sector and 

describe why it may be useful for other public administrations. 

General-purpose software forges like Apache, GitHub, Google Code, or SourceForge obviously 

do not apply this filtering. 

Barrier 6 NO POLICY TO ENSURE APPLICABILITY IN THE PUBLIC DOMAIN 

Not all repositories have an explicit policy in place to ensure that registered projects are 
relevant to public administrations. This might lead to a federation of repositories without a 
clear focus, meaning that not all projects will be suited for use by public administration. 

3.3 TECHNICAL ARCHITECTURE 

This section analyses the technical architecture of the software catalogues, repositories and 

forges. The objective is to find enablers that facilitate the set up of an enhanced federation and 

to look for potential barriers that need to be taken into account when implementing the 

federation. The most important analysis criterion is the software framework used for the 

implementation. This largely correlates with the category of the source of software project 

information. The source can be a simple catalogue, a repository or a fully fledged forge.  

 

An analysis of the used software will also provide insights into the available APIs (if these are 

available). If a catalogue, repository or forge already takes part in the federation on Joinup, this 

is indicated by the ■ symbol. 

 

Table 6 Technical factsheet: Federation, category, repository software, and API availibility 

Country  
Catalogue / 
Repository / 
Forge 

Federation Category Ssoftware package API 

AT – 

Austria 

OpenSource 

Plattform des 

Digitalen 

Österreich 

■ Forge GForge 4.x 
SOAP, 

RSS 

DK – 

Denmark 
Digitalisér  Repository Custom-built platform RESTful 

EE – 

Estonia 
ESTONIA Forge ■ Forge 

Virtual Service on 

OSOR.EU / Joinup 
 

ES – 

Spain 

Technology 

Transfer Centre 
■ 

Catalogue/repository 

Forge 

Custom-built platform 

GForge 4.x 

SOAP, 

RSS 

ES – 

Spain 

Software 

Repository of the 

Junta de Andalucía 

■ Catalogue/repository 

Custom-built platform 

GForge 4.x for federation 

purposes 

SOAP, 

RSS,  

OAI-PMH 

ES – 

Spain 
Forja Linex ■ Forge GForge 4.x 

SOAP, 

RSS 

ES – 

Spain 
La Farga ■ Forge GForge 4.x, Drupal v6.2 

SOAP, 

RSS 

ES – 

Spain 
Mancomun ■ Forge GForge 4.x 

SOAP, 

RSS 

file:///C:/Users/goederts/Documents/projects/SEMIC2/projects/Project%206%20EnFeOSS/joinup.ec.europa.eu
http://egovlabs.gv.at/
http://egovlabs.gv.at/
http://egovlabs.gv.at/
http://egovlabs.gv.at/
http://digitaliser.dk/
http://estonia.forge.osor.eu/
http://administracionelectronica.gob.es/ctt
http://administracionelectronica.gob.es/ctt
http://www.juntadeandalucia.es/repositorio/
http://www.juntadeandalucia.es/repositorio/
http://www.juntadeandalucia.es/repositorio/
http://forja.linex.org/
http://lafarga.cat/
https://forxa.mancomun.org/
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Country  
Catalogue / 
Repository / 
Forge 

Federation Category Ssoftware package API 

ES – 

Spain 
Guadalinex ■ Forge FusionForge 

SOAP, 

RSS 

ES – 

Spain 

The Free 

Knowledge Forge 

of the RedIRIS 

Community 

■ Forge GForge 4.x 
SOAP, 

RSS 

ES – 

Spain 
CENATIC ■ Forge 

FusionForge (Virtual 

Service on Morfeo) 

SOAP, 

RSS 

EU – 

Europe 
Joinup ■ Forge Custom-built platform  

FR – 

France 
Adullact ■ Forge FusionForge 

SOAP, 

RSS 

IT – Italy 

Ambiente di 

Sviluppo 

Cooperativo 

■ Forge GForge 4.x 
SOAP, 

RSS 

NO – 

Norway 
Delingsbazaren  Catalogue N/A N/A 

SE – 

Sweden 

Nordic Open 

Source Initiative 

Network (NOSIN) 

 Repository Assembla RESTful 

SI – 

Slovenia 

COKS Open 

Source Center 
 Catalogue N/A N/A 

- Apache  Catalogue Custom-built platform 
RDF 

(DOAP) 

- GitHub  Forge Custom-built platform RESTful 

- Google Code  Forge Custom-built platform 

Google 

Data 

(REST-

inspired) 

- SourceForge  Forge 
SourceForge Enterprise 

Edition 

SOAP, 

RESTful 

(DOAP) 

 

Table 6 illustrates that the current federation and software project metadata exchange is entirely 

dependent on the use of a specific software package: (GForge Collaborative Development 

Environment) or (FusionForge). This becomes very apparent in the case of the Software 

Repository of the Junta de Andalucía. Even though this is primarily a custom-built platform, 

GForge 4.x is reused specifically for federation purposes. Additionally, this repository also 

implements the Open Archives Initiative Protocol for Metadata Harvesting (OAI-PMH) to make 

its software metadata descriptions machine readable. 

 

This dependency on software introduces a number of risks as the development of the software 

package by an external provider cannot be guaranteed and there is no control over the 

roadmap or the continued support. 

http://forja.guadalinex.org/
http://forja.rediris.es/
http://forja.rediris.es/
http://forja.rediris.es/
http://forja.rediris.es/
http://forja.cenatic.es/
http://www.morfeo-project.org/
http://joinup.ec.europa.eu/
http://www.adullact.net/
http://cde.osspa.cnipa.it/
http://cde.osspa.cnipa.it/
http://cde.osspa.cnipa.it/
http://www.delingsbazaren.no/
https://www.assembla.com/spaces/Nordic-SDI-Initiative/wiki
https://www.assembla.com/spaces/Nordic-SDI-Initiative/wiki
https://www.assembla.com/spaces/Nordic-SDI-Initiative/wiki
http://www.assembla.com/
http://en.coks.si/index.php5/Main_Page
http://en.coks.si/index.php5/Main_Page
http://projects.apache.org/
https://github.com/
http://code.google.com/
http://sourceforge.net/
http://www.juntadeandalucia.es/repositorio/
http://www.juntadeandalucia.es/repositorio/
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Barrier 7 DEPENDENCY ON SOFTWARE RATHER THAN ON SPECIFICATIONS 

All forges participating in the existing federation on Joinup are based on GForge 4.x or 
FusionForge. Custom-built platforms (other than Joinup), catalogues and repositories are 
currently excluded from the federation on Joinup. Sharing of software project metadata is 
limited by the choice for a particular software package. 

Enabler 3  EASE OF PROJECT METADATA EXPORT 

The software project metadata, available in the existing federation on Joinup, can be made 
available in a software catalogue leveraging an enhanced software description 
specification, by implementing a single tool that can extract information from a forge based 
on GForge 4.x or FusionForge. 

 

Special attention should be given to 2 repositories that blur the distinction between the concepts 

of catalogues, repositories and forges. Both Software Repository of the Junta de Andalucía and 

Technology Transfer Centre offer forge-like functions to public administrations but they also 

make available additional software through a catalogue (the so-called directory of initiatives). 

3.4 SEMANTIC ARCHITECTURE 

As described in paragraph 3.3, the majority of repositories are based on either GForge 4.x or 

FusionForge. Although the use of just 2 closely-related software packages might seem 

beneficial from a technical point-of-view, this is not the case for the semantic layer. Both 

packages offer a SOAP API that allows retrieving project information, but it is not used due to its 

high response times (FusionForge, 2011). Instead, the existing federation uses a standard RSS 

export function to collect (limited) F/OSS project description from the federated repositories: 

 Software name. 

 URL to the software project’s location on the original repository. 

 A short description of the software. 

Using just these items limits the federation to a keyword- or text-only search. Very often, the 

short description of federated software is not meaningful enough to easily assess the actual 

features and quality of a software project. Furthermore, the search results give little indication 

about the development status of the software, its software licence, the degree of activity on the 

project, the programming language(s) in which it is written, or platform(s) for which it has been 

developed.  

 

This additional information is readily available on the forges that participate in the existing 

federation however, as both GForge 4.x and FusionForge support Trove, a software 

categorization and classification system to organize projects in a repository (Trove © 

SourceForge 2012 CC by). It gives project owners the opportunity to select project values in 

each of several categories. A common set of categories includes Topic, Operating System, 

http://www.juntadeandalucia.es/repositorio/
http://administracionelectronica.gob.es/ctt
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Programming Language, Licence, Intended Audience, User Interface, Translations, Database 

Environment, and Development Status.  

 

The Trove software map is editable by repository administrators, allowing them to add 

categories that are specific to projects in their repository. One such custom category can be 

found on the Adullact repository. This repository has added a ‘Schéma directeur ADELE’ 

category which is specific to French e-Government projects (Schéma Directeur de 

l'Administration Électronique, 2011). Although this is a powerful classification system, the option 

to add custom categories is a barrier for interoperability as federated repositories will need to be 

aware of such custom categories if they want to meaningfully process the associated data. This 

is a consequence of the federation’s dependency on software rather than on a specification 

(Barrier 7). 

 

Another source of semantic information can be discovered in Description of a Project (DOAP) 

metadata. DOAP is an XML and RDF Schema to describe open-source software projects 

(Dumbill, 2011) and has become a de-facto standard for software project metadata. 

 

The repositories that are custom-built also support metadata, such as the project name and 

short summary or description of a project. They are limited to basic project metadata however. 

 

Enabler 4 SOFTWARE PROJECT METADATA IS USED ACROSS DIFFERENT SOURCES 

All catalogues, repositories and forges allow describing metadata about projects. The 
forges that are based on GForge 4.x or FusionForge use the Trove software map (Trove © 
SourceForge 2012 CC by ). The availability of metadata in all sources is an enabler for an 
enhanced federation. 

Barrier 8 CUSTOMISATION OF METADATA REDUCES INTEROPERABILITY 

Using the Trove software map (Trove © SourceForge 2012 CC by )  and custom 
categories can reduce interoperability between repositories as it allows defining metadata 
that is not recognised by other catalogues, repositories or forges. 

 

3.4.1 Mapping of metadata properties 

Table 7 presents an overview of the available Trove metadata properties (Trove © SourceForge 

2012 CC by ). It illustrates how several repositories have customised the Trove software map 

and, in doing so, how they have reduced the level of interoperability between the different 

repositories as the custom classifications are not supported by the other repositories (Barrier 8). 

 

Special cases are represented by the Software Repository of the Junta de Andalucía and 

Technology Transfer Centre. Although they appear to use Trove, this is in out-of-the-box 

manner as a standard GForge 4.x or FusionForge installation. The Technology Transfer Centre 

has for instance created 2 distinct Topic-classifications: one for logical topics (e.g. education) 

and one for technical topics (e.g. databases). A more detailed study (Anexo IV: Estudio 

https://adullact.net/softwaremap/trove_list.php?form_cat=595
http://www.juntadeandalucia.es/repositorio/
http://administracionelectronica.gob.es/ctt
http://administracionelectronica.gob.es/ctt
http://fng.morfeo-project.org/wp-content/uploads/2011/07/Anexo-IV.-Estudio-taxonomias-forjas-v01r001.pdf
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Taxonomías Forjas, 2011) by the Spanish F/OSS Competence Centre CENATIC confirms this 

analysis. This study compares all taxonomies implemented by the Spanish forges, OSOR and 

some relevant forges (SourceForge, Launchpad, GoogleCode, Github). The conclusion of this 

study is that many of the forges share many taxonomies and it was proposed a minimum set of 

characteristics to be shared in the interchanging of projects and of course, and optional set of 

characteristics. 

  

 

 

 

Table 7 Semantic factsheet: Summary of Trove metadata support 

Country  Catalogue / 
Repository / 
Forge 

Metadata properties Common Trove metadata 
properties 

AT – 

Austria 

OpenSource 

Plattform des 

Digitalen 

Österreich 

Development Status  

Environment  

Intended Audience  

Licence  

Natural Language  

Operating System  

Programming Language  

Topic 

Development Status 

Environment 

Intended Audience 

Licence 

Natural Language 

Operating System 

Programming Language 

Topic 

DK – 

Denmark 

Digitalisér N/A (See Annex II for a list of taxonomies used) 

 

FORM (referred to as "Domain/Usage area") 

Licence  

Operating System 

Programming language 

 

 

 

Licence 

Operating System 

Programming Language 

EE – 

Estonia  

ESTONIA Forge Development Status  

Intended Audience  

Natural Language  

Operating System  

Programming Language  

Development Status  

Intended Audience  

Natural Language  

Operating System  

Programming Language 

ES – 

Spain  

Technology 

Transfer Centre 

Clasificación Orgánica 

Clasificación Técnica 

Clasificación Temática 

Destinatarios 

Estado de la Iniciativa 

Lenguaje de Programación 

Licencia 

Sistema Operativo 

 

 

Topic 

Intended Audience 

Development Status 

Programming Language 

License 

Operating System 

http://egovlabs.gv.at/
http://egovlabs.gv.at/
http://egovlabs.gv.at/
http://egovlabs.gv.at/
http://digitaliser.dk/
http://estonia.forge.osor.eu/
http://administracionelectronica.gob.es/ctt
http://administracionelectronica.gob.es/ctt
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Country  Catalogue / 
Repository / 
Forge 

Metadata properties Common Trove metadata 
properties 

ES – 

Spain  

Software 

Repository of 

the Junta de 

Andalucía 

¿Quiénes Pueden Aprovechar El Sistema? 

Base De Datos 

Consejería/Organismo Impulsor 

Consejería/Organismo Que Lo Utilizan 

Empresas Colaboradoras En Desarrollo 

Estado De Desarrollo 

Mantenimiento 

Modelos De Licencia Del Software 

Lenguaje De Programación 

Público Objetivo 

Sistema Operativo 

Tamaño De La Comunidad 

Temática 

Tipo De Desarrollo 

 

 

 

 

 

Development Status 

 

Licence 

Programming Language 

Intended Audience 

Operating System 

 

Topic 

ES – 

Spain  

Forja Linex Development Status  

 Environment  

 Intended Audience  

 Licence  

 Natural Language  

 Operating System  

 Programming Language  

 Topic 

Development Status  

 Environment  

 Intended Audience  

 Licence  

 Natural Language  

 Operating System  

 Programming Language  

 Topic 

ES – 

Spain  

La Farga Estat de desenvolupament 

Idioma 

Llicència 

Plataforma 

Temàtica 

Development Status 

Natural Language 

Licence 

Operating System 

Topic 

ES – 

Spain  

Mancomun Colectivo de interese  

Concursos  

Contorno  

Estado de madurez  

Licenzas  

Linguaxe de programación  

Localización  

Sistema operativo  

Tópico 

Intended Audience 

 

Environment 

Development Status 

Licence 

Programming Language 

Natural Language 

Operating System 

Topic 

ES – 

Spain  

Guadalinex N/A (The Trove Software Map is disabled) N/A 

ES – 

Spain  

The Free 

Knowledge 

Forge of the 

RedIRIS 

Community 

Entorno  

Estado de desarrollo  

I Concurso Universitario de Software Libre  

II Concurso Universitario de Software Libre  

III Concurso Universitario de Software Libre  

IV Concurso Universitario de Software Libre  

V Concurso Universitario de Software Libre  

VI Concurso Universitario de Software Libre 

Lenguaje de programación  

Lenguaje natural de desarrollo  

Licencia  

Sistema operativo  

Topic  

Usuarios potenciales   

Environment 

Development Status 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Programming Language 

Natural Language 

Licence 

Operating System 

Topic 

Intended Audience 

http://www.juntadeandalucia.es/repositorio/
http://www.juntadeandalucia.es/repositorio/
http://www.juntadeandalucia.es/repositorio/
http://www.juntadeandalucia.es/repositorio/
http://forja.linex.org/
http://lafarga.cat/
https://forxa.mancomun.org/
http://forja.guadalinex.org/
http://forja.guadalinex.org/softwaremap/trove_list.php
http://forja.rediris.es/
http://forja.rediris.es/
http://forja.rediris.es/
http://forja.rediris.es/
http://forja.rediris.es/
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Country  Catalogue / 
Repository / 
Forge 

Metadata properties Common Trove metadata 
properties 

ES – 

Spain  

CENATIC Development Status 

Documentation Projects 

Environment 

Intended Audience 

Licence 

Natural Language 

Operating System 

Programming Language 

Topic 

Development Status 

 

Environment 

Intended Audience 

Licence 

Natural Language 

Operating System 

Programming Language 

Topic 

EU – 

Europe  

Joinup Development Status  

Intended Audience  

Natural Language  

Operating System  

Programming Language 

Development Status  

Intended Audience  

Natural Language  

Operating System  

Programming Language 

FR – 

France  

Adullact Catégorie 

Environnement 

Etat d’avancement 

Fonctions système 

Language de programmation 

Langue 

Licence 

Métiers 

Public concerné 

Schéma directeur ADELE 

Système d’exploitation 

Topic 

 

Environment 

Development Status 

 

Programming Language 

Natural Language 

Licence 

 

Intended Audience 

 

Operating System 

Topic 

IT – Italy  Ambiente di 

Sviluppo 

Cooperativo 

 Development Status  

 Environment  

 Intended Audience  

 Licence  

 Natural Language  

 Operating System  

 Programming Language  

 Topic 

Development Status 

Environment 

Intended Audience 

Licence 

Natural Language 

Operating System 

Programming Language 

Topic 

NO – 

Norway  

Delingsbazaren N/A N/A 

SE – 

Sweden  

Nordic Open 

Source Initiative 

Network 

(NOSIN) 

N/A N/A 

SI – 

Slovenia 

COKS Open 

Source Center 

N/A N/A 

- Apache N/A  

- GitHub N/A  

- Google Code N/A  

http://forja.cenatic.es/
http://joinup.ec.europa.eu/
http://www.adullact.net/
http://cde.osspa.cnipa.it/
http://cde.osspa.cnipa.it/
http://cde.osspa.cnipa.it/
http://www.delingsbazaren.no/
https://www.assembla.com/spaces/Nordic-SDI-Initiative/wiki
https://www.assembla.com/spaces/Nordic-SDI-Initiative/wiki
https://www.assembla.com/spaces/Nordic-SDI-Initiative/wiki
https://www.assembla.com/spaces/Nordic-SDI-Initiative/wiki
http://en.coks.si/index.php5/Main_Page
http://en.coks.si/index.php5/Main_Page
http://projects.apache.org/
https://github.com/
http://code.google.com/
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Country  Catalogue / 
Repository / 
Forge 

Metadata properties Common Trove metadata 
properties 

- SourceForge Development Status 

Environment 

Intended Audience 

Licence 

Natural Language 

Operating System 

Programming Language 

Topic 

User Interface 

Development Status 

Environment 

Intended Audience 

Licence 

Natural Language 

Operating System 

Programming Language 

Topic 

 

Despite the customization of the Trove software map, a common set of Trove classifications can 

be distilled, complemented with additional (non-Trove) metadata properties. These are listed in 

Table 8 with a proposed mapping to ADMS. If available, a mapping to a DOAP-property is also 

provided. 

 
Table 8 Semantic factsheet: Common metadata elements and mappings to Trove, ADMS and DOAP 

ADMS property / 
relationship 

Metadata property Trove property  DOAP property 

Asset.Status Development Status Development Status - 

Asset.Domain Domain - - 

- Environment Environment - 

Asset.Documentation Home page - homepage, 

download-page, 

download-mirror, 

wiki, 

blog 

- Intended Audience Intended Audience audience 

Asset.Licence Licence Licence licence 

- Mailing list - mailing-list 

- Natural Language Natural Language language 

- Operating System Operating System os 

- Programming Language Programming Language programming-language 

Asset.Description, 

Asset.Documentation 

 

Project description - shortdesc, description 

Asset.Publisher Project member - developer, documenter, 

maintainer, helper, tester, 

translator 

- Project member role - developer, documenter, 

maintainer, helper, tester, 

translator 

Asset.Name Project name - name 

Asset.DateOfCreation Registered - creation 

Release.Description Release change log - - 

Release.DateOfCreation Release date - - 

Release.FileFormat Release file type - - 

Release.Name Release name - name 

Release.Description Release notes - - 

- Release package id - - 

- Release processor type - - 

http://sourceforge.net/
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ADMS property / 
relationship 

Metadata property Trove property  DOAP property 

Repository.AccessURI SCM repository - repository 

Asset.Subject Tags - - 

Asset.Domain 

Asset.Subject 

Topic Topic - 

- Tracker - bug-database 

 
  

Enabler 5 ADDITIONAL SOFTWARE PROJECT METADATA IS READILY AVAILABLE 

Trove only supports a limited set of the commonly available metadata. ADMS and DOAP 
offer a much richer metadata set. This should be seen as an enabler to spark interest in 
the creation and adoption of a common, enhanced description of software project 
metadata.  

3.4.2 Semantic data models 

The complete data model used by FusionForge is documented online (Fusionforge Data 

Model). 

 

XML Schema

File content[1]

File URI[1]

Attached File

Reference Link[1]

Reference Owner[0..1]

Reference Owner URI[0..1]

Reference (URI)

has a0..*

Resource Type[1]

ResourceID[1]

Status[1]

Title[1]

Description[1]

Version Number[0..1]

Uploade Date[1]

Latest Update Date[1]

Resource Manager[1]

UniqueID[0..1]

Tags[0..*]

OwnerGroup[1]

Resource

ResourceID[0..*]

VersionGroup

Is part of 1Is formed by0..*

Artifact Title[1]

Artifact Type[1]

Artifact

ResourceID[1]

TaxonomyID[1]

TaxonomyNodeID[1]

TaxonomyReference

ResourceID[1]

Classification Scheme[1]

Classification Level[1]

Domain/Usage Area[1]

Classification Date[1]

UserID[1]

Classification

ResourceID[1]

UserID[1]

RatingDate[1]

RatingValue[1]

Rating

DocumentType[0..1]

Document

License[0..*]

Producer[0..*]

Programming Language[0..*]

Software

SystemAccess[0..1]

Format[0..*]

DataOwnerName[0..1]

DataURL[0..1]

Terms of Use[0..*]

Data Source

Technical Specificationhas a

0..*

has a

0..*

has a

0..*

 

Figure 2 Digitalisér.dk asset metadata schema 
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AssetName[1]

AssetAbstract[1]

AssetFullDescription[1]

AssetShortName[1]

AssetOwner[1]

eMailContact[0..1]

ActivateDocuments[1]

ActivateForum[1]

ActivateWiki[1]

ActivateNews[1]

AssetModeration[0..1]

RepresentedCountries[1..*]

AssetKeywords[0..*]

AssetDomain[1..*]

NaturalLanguage[0..*]

AssetLicense[0..*]

AssetStatus[1]

UsingThisAsset[0..*]

BeingUsedBy[0..*]

AssetURL[1]

Rating[0..1]

Logo[0..1]

AssetItem

«enumeration»

Asset Status

«enumeration»

RepresentedCountries

«enumeration»

Asset Domains

«enumeration»

Asset Natural Language ReleaseNumber[1]

ReleaseDescription[1]

ReleaseFile[0..*]

RevisionMessage[0..*]

Author[0..*]

ReleaseDate[1]

PublishingOption[1]

ReleaseRate[1]

CurrentState[1]

ReleaseContent[0..1]

PredefinedLicense[1]

ContributorLicense[0..1]

PredefinedLicenseClass[1]

LicenseFile[1]

PatentDeclaration[0..1]

Release

Has a 

0..*

«enumeration»

PublishingOptions

Comment[0..1]

RequestedBy[1]

NewState[1]

OldState[1]

WorkflowEntryDate[1]

Workflow

1

«enumeration»

PredefinedLicense

«enumeration»

ReleaseContent

«enumeration»

PatentDeclaration

«enumeration»

PredefinedLicenseClass

 

Figure 3 Joinup asset metadata schema 
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4. CONCLUSION: INTEROPERABILITY BARRIERS AND 
ENABLERS 

Analysing the existing F/OSS repositories has brought to light an interesting fact: although the 

Member States are aware of the importance of F/OSS and are in some cases also actively 

promoting the use of it by hosting a software repository, there is only a single case where 

sharing software projects is actually enforced via law. An increase in regulation would be a lever 

for the advancement of free and open-source software in Europe.  

 

Despite the lack of regulation, the majority of Member States are already promoting F/OSS on a 

voluntary basis. This will greatly help setting up a federation of repositories as the Member 

States are already aligned on the objectives and share the same goals. The mindshare to 

promote F/OSS on a European level exists. 

 

Most of the public administrations hosting a repository are using a well-established software 

package to do so. The two most identified packages are GForge 4.x and FusionForge, which 

are closely related. This offers great potential to spur the development of a federation by 

sharing and reusing modifications on the shared software package. 

 

All of the analysed repositories have a semantic layer, meaning that they support metadata for 

projects. This implies that metadata is already a known concept for the organizations behind the 

repositories. However, the most frequently used classification system is the Trove software map 

which has an important disadvantage in the context of interoperability: it allows tailoring and can 

therefore disrupt a uniform taxonomy. Building a uniform meta-model for software classification 

can be facilitated by looking for a common denominator among the existing taxonomies. 

 

The identified enablers and barriers to a federation of open-source software repositories are 

summarised in Table 9. Table 10 lists a number of follow-up actions. 

Table 9 Summary of interoperability barriers and enablers to a federation of open-source software 
repositories 

Layer Barrier / 

Enabler 

Description 

Legal  Barriers 

Barrier 1: sharing is generally not mandated 

Other than in the case of the Software Repository of the Junta 

de Andalucía, sharing is encouraged but not mandated.  One 

can assume that a more relevant set of e-Government 

software will be available from this software forge. 

Barrier 2: reuse is generally not mandated 

No government mandates F/OSS reuse, although it is a 

common practice to promote it. Reuse of F/OSS through 

consultation of a catalogue, repository or forge is only 

voluntarily and entirely at the discretion of public 

administrations. 
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Layer Barrier / 

Enabler 

Description 

Barrier 3: lack of licensing information 

Not all software repositories provide licensing information on 

reuse, modification, and redistribution of the software. The lack 

of licensing information might hinder reuse. The possible lack 

of licensing information must be taken into account and 

resolved when designing the federated architecture. 

Barrier 4: lack of a single definition of ‘free’ and ‘open’ 

There is no single definition of ‘free’ and ‘open’ that is shared 

between all catalogues, repositories and forges. Some 

sources refer to commonly-agreed definitions by OSI and the 

Free Software Foundation, while others provide their own 

interpretation or list a number of sample licences. The lack of a 

single definition of F/OSS underlines the need to provide 

information about the outgoing licence type and the actual 

freedoms that are granted. 

Organisational 

Enablers 

Enabler 1: sharing and reusing of open source software is 

actively promoted 

All catalogues, repositories and forges ultimately share the 

same goal: promote the sharing and reuse of free and open-

source software as much as possible. This indicates that the 

organising governments are aware of the importance of 

F/OSS. Having a common goal and mindset improves 

consensus building and improve the adoption rate of F/OSS. 

Enabler 2: the existing federation is not limited by a 

restricted policy domain 

Only 3 repositories have a restricted policy domain. 

Guadalinex is limited to software related to the Guadalinex 

operating system; RedIRIS is limited to an academic scope; 

and NOSIN is limited to spatial data applications. Because the 

majority of repositories are unrestricted, it is meaningful to join 

them in a federation of repositories enabling users to discover 

useful software for a variety of domains. 

Barriers 

Barrier 5: identifying and selecting software are not well 

supported 

Although all catalogues, repositories and forges contribute to 

finding, exploring and obtaining software, only the Apache 

Catalogue makes it easier for end-users to identify the 

features of software and select the solution that is most 

appropriate for his / her requirements by exposing enhanced 

information about the contained projects. 
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Layer Barrier / 

Enabler 

Description 

Barrier 6: no policy to ensure applicability in the public 

domain 

Not all repositories have an explicit policy in place to ensure 

that registered projects are relevant to public administrations. 

This might lead to a federation of repositories without a clear 

focus, meaning that not all projects will be suited for use by 

public administration. 

Technical 

Enablers 

Enabler 3: ease of project metadata export 

The software project metadata, available in the existing 

federation on Joinup, can be made available in a software 

catalogue leveraging an enhanced software description 

specification, by implementing a single tool that can extract 

information from a forge based on GForge 4.x or FusionForge. 

Barriers 

Barrier 7: dependency on software rather than on 

specifications 

All forges participating in the existing federation on Joinup are 

based on GForge 4.x or FusionForge. Custom-built platforms 

(other than Joinup), catalogues and repositories are currently 

excluded from the federation on Joinup. Sharing of software 

project metadata is limited by the choice for a particular 

software package. 

Semantic 

Enablers 

Enabler 4: software project metadata is used across 

different sources 

All catalogues, repositories and forges allow describing 

metadata about projects. The forges that are based on GForge 

4.x or FusionForge use the Trove software map. The 

availability of metadata in all sources is an enabler for an 

enhanced federation. 

Enabler 5: additional software project metadata is readily 

available 

Trove only supports a limited set of the commonly available 

metadata. ADMS and DOAP offer a much richer metadata set. 

This should be seen as an enabler to spark interest in the 

creation and adoption of a common, enhanced description of 

software project metadata. 

Barriers 

Barrier 8: customisation of metadata reduces 

interoperability 

Using the Trove software map and custom categories can 

reduce interoperability between repositories as it allows 

defining metadata that is not recognised by other catalogues, 

repositories or forges. 
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Table 10 Follow up actions 

Barrier Action Severity 

Barrier 1 

sharing is generally 

not mandated 

This barrier cannot be overcome unless new legislation 

at the level of the European Union is issued. The lack 

of a mandate does not limit the potential of an 

enhanced federation however, a mandate would only 

help to maintain and accelerate the growth of the 

shared software projects. 

Does not 

block the pilot 

Barrier 2 

reuse is generally not 

mandated 

This barrier can also not be overcome unless new 

legislation at the level of the European Union is issued. 

Reuse and the related initiatives of the European 

Commission should be promoted as much as possible. 

One possible way to promote reuse is documenting 

successful examples and highlight the benefits (cost-

cutting, faster development cycle, ... ). 

Does not 

block the pilot 

Barrier 3 

lack of licensing 

information 

A default license may need to be designed to cover all 

projects not having any licensing information. This 

needs to be further analysed on the legal implications. 

Does not 

block the pilot 

Barrier 4 

lack of a single 

definition of ‘free’ and 

‘open’ 

The ADMS.F/OSS specification could provide broad 

licence classifiers to indicate the freedoms that are 

granted to users of the software. The federation 

organisation itself should define what is considered to 

be F/OSS and ensure that all software available in the 

federation adheres to that definition. The de-facto 

standards, Open Source Initiative and Free Software 

Foundation, should be referred to. 

Blocks the 

pilot 

Barrier 5 

identifying and 

selecting software are 

not well supported 

Enhancing and standardising the metadata attributes 

for software projects in a federated architecture will 

allow end-users to better compare software projects on 

features and usability. 

Blocks the 

pilot 

Barrier 6 

no policy to ensure 

applicability in the 

public domain 

This barrier can be reduced on the level of a federation 

of catalogues, repositories and forges by validating 

each project entry on its applicability. Imposing this 

restriction might be perceived as negative by the 

community of open source developers however. 

 

Does not 

block the pilot 
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Barrier Action Severity 

Barrier 7 

dependency on 

software rather than 

on specifications 

Development and implementation of an enhanced 

specification for software project metadata will make 

this barrier largely obsolete. New catalogues, 

repositories or forges should be encouraged to adopt 

the enhanced specification. This will give the 

implementers the freedom to choose whatever 

technology they prefer, as long as they ensure that 

their metadata can be easily exported (or made 

available through an API) to the format of the 

enhanced specification. The Commission can help with 

the adoption of the new standard by implementing 

metadata conversion tools and utilities. 

Blocks the 

pilot 

Barrier 8 

customisation of 

metadata reduces 

interoperability 

Agreement and adoption of a common set of metadata 

attributes will not entirely remove this barrier. It will 

however help ensure that at least this common set is 

understood by all adopters of the specification. 

Domain-inspired customisations can also be 

standardised as extensions to the specification and be 

reused by others. 

Does not 

block the pilot 
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ANNEX I. SURVEY ON F/OSS METADATA MANAGEMENT 

 

To gain insight into the current state-of-affairs in the Member States with regards to free open-

source software, a survey will be sent to selected contact persons in the Member States. The 

survey, as it will be created on IPM
3
, is listed below. 

http://ec.europa.eu/yourvoice/ipm/forms/dispatch?form=ShareFOSS&lang=en 

I.1 INTRODUCTION 

Survey title: towards an enhanced visibility of free and open-source software for e-Government 

 

This survey is conducted in the context of the Action 4.2.2 of the Interoperability Solutions for 

European public administrations (ISA) Programme. This Action is related to the sharing and 

reuse of interoperability solutions, including software, and is supported by Joinup, the new ISA 

collaborative platform.  

 

The purpose of this survey is to collect information on free and open-source software (F/OSS) 

policies in the Member States with regards to the provision of information (metadata) on (re-)use 

of existing software and the sharing of new software for the purpose of e-Government. It will 

help the ISA Programme better understand the current situation and needs and more effectively 

target its initiatives. 

 

You have been selected to participate in the survey because you are: 

 An e-Government professional in your Member State; or 

 A contact person for a software forge or software forge/catalogue/repository of a 

Member State. 

The results from the survey will be shared among the respondents of the survey and will 

afterwards be made publicly available in Joinup, the new on-line collaborative platform of the 

ISA Programme. Furthermore, we will present the survey results at the Share-F/OSS Workshop 

which will be held in January 2012 in Brussels. 

 

I.2 GLOSSARY 

This section contains the definitions of the most important concepts used in this survey. Please 

take some time to familiarize yourself with these definitions, or refer to these definitions while 

filling in this survey. 

 

                                                      
3
 http://ec.europa.eu/yourvoice/ipm/forms/html/index.html 

http://ec.europa.eu/yourvoice/ipm/forms/dispatch?form=ShareFOSS&lang=en
http://ec.europa.eu/isa/actions/04-accompanying-measures/4-2-2action_en.htm
http://ec.europa.eu/isa/
http://ec.europa.eu/isa/
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/
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Interoperability Solutions for European public administrations (ISA). ISA is a programme 

launched by the European Commission to run in the period 2010-2015. It has the objective to 

support cooperation between European public administrations by facilitating the efficient and 

effective cross-border and cross-sector interactions between such administrations, enabling the 

delivery of electronic public services supporting the implementation of Community policies and 

activities. 

 

e-Government. According to DG Information Society, e-Government is about using the tools 

and systems made possible by Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs) to provide 

better public services to citizens and businesses. ICTs are already widely used by government 

bodies, just as in enterprises, but e-Government involves much more than just the tools. 

Effective e-Government also involves rethinking organisations and processes, and changing 

behaviour so that public services are delivered more efficiently to the people who need to use 

them. Implemented well, e-Government enables all citizens, enterprises and organisations to 

carry out their business with government more easily, more quickly and at lower cost. 

 

Joinup. Joinup will be the new collaborative platform of the ISA Programme which has the 

purpose to encourage e-Government professionals to share and reuse interoperability solutions 

for public administrations. Joinup will replace the former OSOR and SEMIC platforms. 

 

Free (Libre) Open-source software (F/OSS). F/OSS stands for Free (Libre) Open-Source 

Software. Both the Open Source Initiative and the Free Software Foundations have their own 

definitions for Free Software. According to the Free Software Foundation, free software is a 

matter of the users' freedom to run, copy, distribute, study, change and improve the software. 

More precisely, it means that the program's users have the four essential freedoms: 

1. The freedom to run the program, for any purpose. 

2. The freedom to study how the program works, and change it so it does your computing 

as you wish. Access to the source code is a precondition for this. 

3. The freedom to redistribute copies so you can help your neighbour. 

4. The freedom to distribute copies of your modified versions to others. By doing this you 

can give the whole community a chance to benefit from your changes. Access to the source 

code is a precondition for this. 

 

Software forge. A platform enabling collaborative software development over the internet. A 

forge typically offers its users a wide range of functionalities, ranging from simple hosting of 

source-code to offering a complete stack of development tools including an issue tracker, 

version control system, mailing lists and wiki-like functionalities.  

 

Software repository. A software repository is an infrastructure where software can be stored, 

documented and retrieved. 

 

Software catalogue/register. A software catalogue/registry is an infrastructure where metadata 

about software artefacts is documented and can be retrieved, whereas the software artefacts 

themselves are located elsewhere. 

 

http://ec.europa.eu/isa/
http://ec.europa.eu/information_society/activities/egovernment/index_en.htm
http://www.opensource.org/docs/osd
http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/free-sw.html
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I.3 PERSONAL DATA 

Legal notice: As this survey collects and further processes personal data, Regulation (EC) 

45/2001 of the European Parliament and the Council of 18 December 2000, on the protection of 

individuals with regard to the processing of personal data by the Community institutions and 

bodies and on the free movement of such data, is applicable. The following personal data is 

collected: first name, last name, e-mail address, and telephone number. This information will be 

made available to employees and contractors on behalf of the DG for Informatics, Unit B.2 (ISA 

programme) of the European Commission, who might use this information to contact you and to 

follow up on the questionnaire. No personal data will be published or shared with others without 

your permission. 

 

1. Please provide the following personal data. 

Last name  

First name  

E-mail address  

Telephone number  

Organisation  

Organisation URL  

Country  

 

2. Please describe the role of your organisation. In particular, we are interested in how 

it relates to making e-Government software available to a wider audience. 

 

3. Please describe the role or function you have in your organisation. 

 

4. The questions in this survey enquire about F/OSS policies, processes, and 

infrastructures used either in your country, region, or organisation.  

 

I submit this survey on behalf of: 

o My Country; 

o My Region; 

o My Organisation. 
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I.4 REUSE OF E-GOVERNMENT SOFTWARE 

5. Does your country, region or organisation have a policy on the reuse of free open-

source software (F/OSS) for e-Government? 

 Yes 

 No 

6. (Dependency on 4 – yes) Please summarize the policy. We are interested in whether 

and how your country, region or organisation encourages reusing F/OSS. 

 

 

7. (Dependency on 4 – no) Please list, in your opinion, possible reasons why there is no 

such policy? 

 

8. Does your country, region or organisation maintain a list of e-Government software 

available as F/OSS to reuse? 

 Yes 

 No 

9. Dependency on 8 – Yes) Please explain how this list is provided and where it can be 

retrieved? 

 

10. E-Government software (F/OSS) is sufficiently visible on the Internet for public 

administrations to easily identify it. 

 Strongly disagree 

 Disagree 

 Neither agree nor disagree 

 Agree 

 Strongly agree 

Please clarify your response: 

 

11. E-Government software (F/OSS) is adequately documented on the Internet for public 

administrations to easily compare, select, and reuse it. 
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 Strongly disagree 

 Disagree 

 Neither agree nor disagree 

 Agree 

 Strongly agree 

Please clarify your response: 

 

12. Can the current lack of visibility and adequate information about e-Government 

software be considered to be an important barrier to its reuse? Do you see other 

barriers to the reuse of F/OSS by public administrations in your country? 

 

13. Currently, OSOR.EU contains information on more than 2500 federated e-

Government software projects hosted on 12 e-Government software forges in 

Europe. For each software project it contains the title, description, and URL which 

have been translated (machine translation) to English.  

The search feature on OSOR is useful and sufficient for public administrations to 

identify, compare, select, and reuse potential e-Government software. 

 Strongly disagree 

 Disagree 

 Neither agree nor disagree 

 Agree 

 Strongly agree 

 

14. Please indicate which information is lacking for public administrations to more easily 

identify, compare, select, and reuse suitable F/OSS? 

 Description metadata: the title and meaningful description of the software; 

 Applicability metadata: the application domain of the software, the class of public 

service to which it is applies, the geographic coverage, etc; 

 Provenance metadata: organisation and people who own or develop the software, 

publication date, etc; 

 Format metadata: the programming language of the software, the platforms for a 

binary release is available, etc; 

 Availability metadata: Natural language in which the software is documented, 

languages supported by the GUI, Access URL, licensing, etc; 

 Usage indicators: which organisations use the software, which standards and 

specifications the software is based on, etc; 

http://forge.osor.eu/plugins/globalsearch/view_assoc_sites.php
http://forge.osor.eu/plugins/globalsearch/view_assoc_sites.php
http://forge.osor.eu/plugins/globalsearch/view_assoc_sites.php
http://forge.osor.eu/plugins/globalsearch/view_assoc_sites.php
http://www.osor.eu/projects
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 Metrics: the lines of code, the activity in the development project, the number of 

downloads, etc; 

 Endorsement: which organisations recommend or endorse the software to be used; 

 Other: please specify... 

 

Please clarify your response: 

 

I.5 SHARING OF E-GOVERNMENT SOFTWARE 

15. Does your country, region or organisation have a policy on the sharing of e-

Government software so that it becomes available for others to reuse? 

 Yes 

 No 

16. (Dependency on 12 – yes) Please summarize the policy. We are interested in whether 

and how your country, region or organisation encourages public administrations to 

share F/OSS.  

 

17. Under which licence class is e-Government software generally made available? 

 No licence 

 Class 1: Traditional, proprietary licence 

 Class 2: Free to use and redistribute, no modifications allowed; 

 Class 3: Free to use, redistribute, and modify via copyleft licence (e.g. CeCILL); 

 Class 4: Free to use, redistribute, and modify via non-copyleft licence (e.g. Academic 

Free Licence); 

 

18. Does your country, region or organisation provide or recommend an on-line 

infrastructure (e.g. a website, a software forge, repository, catalogue) to publish and 

share information about e-Government software? 

 Yes 

 No 

19. (Dependency on 15 – yes) Please provide the links (URL) to this infrastructure. 
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20. What do you think are potential barriers to sharing e-Government software, 

developed by public administrations across borders?  

 

I.6 FUTURE WORK 

The European Commission, under the ISA Programme, has developed the vision to encourage 

public administrations in Europe to share their e-Government software as free and open-source 

software (F/OSS) and give better visibility to this software through the use of common 

descriptions of F/OSS, enabling the "federation" of software description metadata. This 

federation of software descriptions was first set up on the OSOR.EU platform (the federated 

forges) and will be continued by the Joinup platform. Emerging Semantic Web standards 

represent a major opportunity to further enhance and give more visibility to software 

descriptions on the Web. Better visibility will trigger the reuse of free and open-source software, 

which in turn will contribute to the interoperability of electronic public services provided by e-

Government systems. 

In the context its Action 4.2.2, the Interoperability Solutions for European public administrations 

(ISA) Programme, will undertake the following initiatives:  

 

1. Encourage Member States to adopt policies, processes, and software repositories, or 

catalogues to promote the sharing and reuse of F/OSS at national, regional or local 

level; 

2. Define and build consensus on a way to exchange F/OSS metadata, what we call the 

ADMS.F/OSS specification; 

3. Setup an enhanced federation of software metadata with interested Member States that 

uses the ADMS.F/OSS specification as a common format for sharing software 

descriptions. The federation of software metadata will give more visibility to e-

Government software and will allow users to retrieve information about e-Government 

software across EU Member States; 

4. Encourage Member States to endorse and reuse the ADMS.F/OSS schema. 

This work will be supported by the contractor of the specific Action (PwC), and experts from the 

World Wide Web Consortium (W3C). 

 

In all this, the involvement, active participation, and eventually re-use and endorsement by the 

ISA Member States and the broader e-Government community are critical success factors. 

For this reason, we would like to invite you to take part in a Working Group and/or Review 

Group and represent the point of view of your Member State while contributing to or reviewing 

the work on the ADMS.F/OSS specification. 

 Working Group: as a Working Group member, you actively participate in conference 

calls, look up and contribute information from your Member State, and submit 

comments and suggestions for improvement. 

http://ec.europa.eu/isa/
http://forge.osor.eu/
http://joinup.ec.europa.eu/
http://ec.europa.eu/isa/actions/04-accompanying-measures/4-2-2action_en.htm
http://ec.europa.eu/isa/
http://ec.europa.eu/isa/
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 Review Group: as a Review Group member, you review the working that has been 

carried out and raise issues as you see fit. 

 

21. Would you like to participate in the specification of ADMS.F/OSS, a common 

metadata vocabulary to describe software assets? 

 Yes 

 No 

22. (dependency on 18 – yes) I wish to contribute to the specification of a common 

metadata vocabulary to represent software metadata. 

 As part of the Work Group. 

 As part of the Review Group. 

23. (dependency on 18 – yes) I wish to contribute to the implementation of the new 

metadata standard. 

 By implementing or deploying the new standard on my forge. 

 {Other options?} 

 

24. Do you recommend any other persons in your organisation or country who would be 

interested to take part in this survey and follow up on our work? Please include his / 

her contact details. 

Last name  

First name  

E-mail address  

Telephone number  

Organisation  

Organisation URL  

Country  

 

25. If you have any additional comments or suggestions related to this subject, please 

list them and indicate whether we may contact you to discuss them 

Suggestions / comments: 
 

 


